
Director of Operations & Development 
 

Reports to: Kiran Gill, CEO 

Start date: Negotiable depending on notice       

Location: London / Remote with weekly travel to London 

Contract:  Permanent / Full-time hours worked flexibly as needed / 0.8 for the right candidate 

Salary: Starting at £50-60k per annum (+6% employer pension contribution)  

Closing Date for Applications: Midnight on Tuesday 6th April  

Please note that the closing date has been brought forward from the originally 

listed date of 11th April.  
 

   The Challenge 

The country's most vulnerable children have overwhelmingly poor educational 

and life-outcomes, with disastrous consequences for themselves and society. 

Many of these children are excluded from school. 

The Difference exists to improve the life-outcomes of the most vulnerable 

children by raising the status and expertise of those who educate them. The 

Difference creates specialist senior school leaders, with the expertise to lead 

whole-school and multi-agency approaches to meeting the learning, wellbeing 

and safeguarding needs of all children, and most crucially those with high levels 

of need and vulnerability. 

Through its programmes, research and partnerships, The Difference learns what 

works to improve outcomes for vulnerable children, and shares this best practice 

across its network and the sector. 

 

      Our Vision 

The past does not have to determine the future. The Difference is a new education charity, founded to 

improve the life outcomes of the most vulnerable children by raising the status and expertise of those who 

teach them. By 2030 we want a new story on school exclusion: 

1. People - The best teachers working with the children who need them most – A third of the 350 

schools for excluded pupils in the country have benefitted from a Difference Leader leading improved 

practice and outcomes for excluded children in their setting; and are part of a growing Community of 

Schools through which The Difference learns more about effective practice and policy to improve life 

chances of excluded young people.   

2. Practice - An evidence base of what works with the most vulnerable shared widely – The Inclusive 

Leadership Course has shaped the strategic approach of over 1,000 of the 3,500 secondary schools 

nationally, leading to lower incidence of school exclusion in individual schools.  Meanwhile research 

findings, school tools and development experiences by The Difference inspires hundreds of teachers 

each year to join The Difference Community, learning from what works to improve children’s safety, 

wellbeing and learning.  

3. Policy – Changing incentives are reducing exclusion and improving preventative investment – 

Schools whose outcomes buck the trend for vulnerable children are identified, facilitated and 

amplified by The Difference, influencing other schools and policy-makers.  Local, multi-academy-trust 

wide and national policies which help and hinder excluded pupils are identified through our research; 

and changed through our advocacy relationships. 

 



The Difference’s Journey to Date 

Just three years old as a charity, already The Difference has had a national impact.  Born from ground-breaking 
research into school exclusion, advising the landmark review into the topic which followed and shifting the 
narrative through relationships with the BBC, The Times and The Guardian, The Difference has begun to 
change the national conversation, alongside delivering our innovative new programme. 

The Difference recruits the best teachers to forge a new career path which will see them become 
headteachers with a difference. The children they work with on their journey - written off by schools and too 
often society too - have already had improved opportunities to thrive in our three-year pilot. Mid-way through 
this pilot programme, we are now looking for a new leader within our organisation, to help us scale the 
charity’s impact, drive our values through our growing systems and operations, and help us truly change 
England’s story on school exclusion. 

 

Director of Operations & Development - Priorities Ahead 

Our newest senior leader will join a start-up with national presence, at a defining time. As The Difference 
moves from viability to scale, the new Director will achieve the following: 
 
Support Business strategy  

● Work closely with the CEO and Directors to finalise and set out strategic finance aspirations and 
delivery plans for our 2021-25 Strategy for scaled impact. 

 
Develop People strategy  

● Design of hiring, contracting and work experience processes to reflect The Difference’s values and 
strengthen our ability to achieve our mission.  Implemented through hiring 2-3 new staff, preparing 
contracts for ~10 Programme and Recruitment contracted colleagues. 

● Design of new talent management strategies to gain diversity of thought and skill in our organisation.  
Including developing a programme to give seasonal support work to young people 16-21 in the 
delivery of our conference and selection centres; and management of summer internships 
opportunities from sister public sector charities. 

● Design of professional development offer to make The Difference’s staff sector-leading in their 
increasing specialisms.  Including matching staff roles to sector-leading courses, pro bono mentors 
and coaches; developing performance management processes and training growing from our 
developing use of Objectives and Key Results; evolving organisation policies and practices to ensure 
staff retention, wellbeing and effectiveness. 

● Support ongoing development of organisational culture which grows the relationships, safety and 
belonging alongside challenge, continuous feedback and improvement. 

● Co-design, and coordinate our staff residential; away-days; and trustee residential. 

● Support CEO and Chair in the Governance strategy including recruitment, training, routines and 
relationships of a diverse and effective trustee board. 

 

Lead Operations function  

● Map reactive and proactive Operations work ahead in implementing 21-25 Strategy including in 
premises, IT, legal, governance and team logistics. 

● Organise and line-manage the team to deliver Operations (currently 2.2 FTE) and build pro-bono 
relationships as necessary to meet strategy aims including leading new Salesforce build for 
Programme team and Comms function. 

● Diagnosing need for and developing systems to support delivery at scale and efficiency including 
project management and use of IT. 

● Lead project to find and set up The Difference’s post-lockdown Premises and to develop working 
practices as lockdown eases which promote physical safety and wellbeing. 

 

https://www.ippr.org/publications/making-the-difference
https://www.ippr.org/publications/making-the-difference
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/edward-timpson-publishes-landmark-exclusions-review
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000mr6m
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/educating-the-excluded-9qwn7cplq
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2019/jun/11/ending-exclusion-specialist-teachers-trained-support-vulnerable-schools
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a6b53d0f43b55b9c64d99c8/t/5fdb336335c0500e7faa591f/1608201074289/The+Difference+Impact+Report+2019-2020.pdf


Develop Finance function  

● Set strategic direction as part of our business strategy. 

● Review our internal bookkeeping/payments/accounting processes and scope a specialist hire in 
Finance. 

● Line-manage Development Manager (who leads fundraising) and set income generation targets for 
teams. 

● Develop our team budget-setting processes, spending review and financial reporting to Trustees. 

 

Person Specification 
 

Essential – We are looking for the following skills, aptitude and experience; though you may be 
stronger in some areas than others 

● Values – Your experience evidences shared values with The Difference (see above) and a personal 
commitment to our mission to improve life outcomes for vulnerable people. 

● Leadership of self and others – Evidenced capacity to proactively diagnose skills and information 
gaps; making use of others’ expertise to continually grow the skills of yourself and the complementary 
skills of members of your team, to make a success of tasks at hand and those on the horizon. 

● Business Development – Track-record in building or supporting revenue-generating enterprises. 
● Team leadership – Proven ability to manage complex work across a team to tight deadlines with 

quality output; and of developing coaching style and project management systems to achieve this. 
● Growing People and Team Culture – Experience in growing productive team cultures, and developing 

individuals’ capacity and skills with tangible results. 
● Finance Management -  Proven track-record leading Finance in an organisation, including experience 

setting and managing budgets, and working with accountants. 
● Operations – Experience establishing or re-designing operations functions to meet emerging and 

growing needs; ability to diagnose and act quickly where systems need to evolve; up-to-date 
knowledge of data protection and compliance for charities, or networks and ability to quickly hold this 
work.   

● Proactive problem-solving – Ability to thrive in a fast-paced start-up environment, comfortable with 
making decisions in ambiguous contexts and rapidly diagnosing need to reprioritise and change 
course.  Ability to problem solve: in the micro, rolling sleeves up and diving into detail; in the macro, 
informing organisational strategy; and collaboratively to build capacity, supporting others’ 
development of problem-solving skills. 

 

Desired – You are likely to be more successful in this role if you have any one of the following 
additional experiences:  

● Insight into the schools market – You may have experience working in the education sector; building 
businesses or charities working directly with schools. 

● Product design experience – You may have experience building business cases for new products or 
services to go to market and working with experts to develop these products towards the needs of 
customers.   

● Early-stage social enterprise experience – You may have specific experience growing charities or 
businesses for social good and at early/start up phase.   

● HR background – You may have completed CIPD courses or qualifications, specifically developing 
hiring practices, performance management structures, professional development and leading 
compliant capability and dismissal procedures.  Through prior work you may have networks which 
you can access to give you continuous professional development in these areas; and may have 
experience finding and developing pro bono relationships with expert organisations in HR and people 
management. 

● Legal background – You may have some legal background in drafting contracts and ensuring legal 
compliance.  Through prior work you may have networks which you can access to give you continuous 

https://www.the-difference.com/the-difference/


professional development in these areas; and may have experience finding and developing pro bono 
relationships with expert organisations in legal and compliance. 

● Accounting background – You may have completed AAT courses and a background in accountancy. 
Through prior work you may have networks which you can access to give you continuous professional 
development in this area; and may have experience finding and developing pro bono relationships 
with expert organisations in accountancy. 

 

The Difference Values 

● Purpose: Our work is guided and galvanised by our values and beliefs.  We are problem solvers, and do not 
wait to act. We are inspired by our purpose to improve life outcomes for the most vulnerable young 
people, and to develop the people, practice and public perception required to achieve this. 

● Collaboration: We build relationships into our work, give to others readily and use others’ strengths 
alongside our own, to have greater impact in our work. We are inspirers and facilitators of others; able to 
influence and to advocate. We see the big picture and strive for better collaboration across services. 

● Bravery: We are independent thinkers, willing to speak out, to challenge others and the status quo, where 
it is inconsistent with our shared aims and values.  We are able to take decisions despite ambiguity, and 
are resilient and persistent in the face of challenging odds. 

● Excellence: We expect the best from people and ourselves, and do not prejudge. We value quality work, 
tangible results, and feedback to inform continuous improvement. 

● Pragmatism: We are able to recognise current limitations and strive for improvements within and beyond 
them.  We are flexible in our thinking, willing to be proved wrong, and able to plan for strategic change, 
prioritised over shorter-term, shallow goals. 

● Humility: We are able to be challenged and to learn from experiences and interactions. We are aware and 
respectful of others’ dignity, insight, knowledge and agency. 

 

 
How To Apply  

 
Please email jobs@the-difference.com no later than Tuesday 6th April at midnight, including the following: 

1. A supporting letter (maximum two pages) outlining how your knowledge, skills and 
experience meet the requirements of the role 

2. Your CV including references (maximum two pages) 
3. Your current salary expectations and notice period (if applicable) 
4. Confirmation of right to work in the UK 
5. Confirmation of where you saw the role advertised 

 

For an informal and confidential discussion about the role prior to application, please contact jobs@the-
difference.com, with a brief summary of your experience and questions that you have. We will attempt to 
offer calls to those who want, but please bear in mind that this may not be possible within our team’s capacity. 

 
We are committed to building a diverse team and strongly encourage applications from under-represented 
groups in third sector leadership including: women, people from black, Asian and minority ethnic 
backgrounds, LGBTQ+ people, people with disabilities, people with experience of the care system, non-
graduates and first-in-family graduates. 

 
As part of our commitment to fairer recruitment, all applications will be assessed with names and any 
protected characteristics redacted. 
 

 

mailto:jobs@the-difference.com
mailto:jobs@the-difference.com
mailto:jobs@the-difference.com


Recommended Reading  
 

To understand more about The Difference and what we are trying to achieve, we recommend reading the 
following: 

● The research which underpins our organisation 
● Our story so far and details of our founder’s story as told in Schools Week and TES 
● The work we undertook in our first year as a charity in our 2018-19 Annual Report, and the impact we 

have had and are having as told through our 2019-20 Impact Report 
● The story of our evolving approach to fairer teacher recruitment as told in this talk for BAMEED 
● Details of our most recent work and issues in the sector, as illustrated within our fortnightly bulletin 

archive. 

https://www.ippr.org/publications/making-the-difference
https://www.the-difference.com/our-story
https://schoolsweek.co.uk/kiran-gill-founder-the-difference/
https://www.tes.com/news/meet-woman-making-difference-vulnerable-pupils
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a6b53d0f43b55b9c64d99c8/t/5e7b334e864e9b0fbee02dde/1585132375019/The+Difference+Annual+Report+2018-2019.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a6b53d0f43b55b9c64d99c8/t/5fdb336335c0500e7faa591f/1608201074289/The+Difference+Impact+Report+2019-2020.pdf
https://www.bameednetwork.com/resources/video/diverse-recruitment-onto-the-difference-programme/
https://www.the-difference.com/four-bullet-friday
https://www.the-difference.com/four-bullet-friday

